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This edition of Pivot is a collective
creation, born from more than 50
contributors across the university.
These are the eyes, the hands, and
the hearts that comprise Millikin’s
Center for Entrepreneurship…
Eyes that look for opportunities to
innovate and collaborate.
Hands that are always on-the-ready
for the work that’s ahead.
And hearts that will never stop
believing in what we’re here to do.
The risks we anticipate, the pivots
we’re required to make— we move
ahead, confidently, in the company
of this capable team.
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illikin’s commitment to entrepreneurship
goes back long before we formally established
the Center for Entrepreneurship and became
more thoughtful about how to instill the habits
of mind, heart, spirit that make for a strong
and creative entrepreneur. Our founder,
James Millikin as a rancher, farmer, banker,
business leader, and educational visionary
was an entrepreneur. In founding Millikin,
he sought to establish a university where the
synergies across disciplines, the joining of the
practical and the theoretical, the artistic and
the scientific, would create a new spirit of
invention, creativity, and action.

MESSAGE FROM

JULIENNE
SHIELDS,

Director, Center for Entrepreneurship
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Thus, entrepreneurship is in Millikin
University’s DNA. When I meet prospective
students, I am always on the lookout for the
combination of passion, curiosity, motivation,
and goal orientation that helps students make
the most out of their Millikin experience.

MESSAGE FROM

DR.
PATRICK
WHITE,
President, Millikin University
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s I consider the 2017-2018 academic
year, I am delighted by the bold blend of
entrepreneurial
education,
experiences
and action on Millikin’s campus.
The
competencies developed by our students are
critical to creating a better future not just for
them, but for the world.

Performance
Learning
animates
every
field of study at Millikin, and enhances the
entrepreneurial skills and virtues in students,
faculty, and staff. We are intentional in melding
our practice and philosophy to create the
entrepreneurial drive, courage, imagination,
and flexibility in our students. In so doing,
we are continually redesigning and rethinking
what Millikin can do.

If you spend any time in the Center, you
will hear me say that the most important
word in the Center’s Mission Statement is
the last one: every day. There is no letting
up on the intensity of the Center’s work. It
is a passion and a mission for all of us, and
it is a great honor to be working with all the
constituencies on campus and the community
that make entrepreneurship come alive.

As you read these pages, you will see Millikin’s
entrepreneurial spirit in action, and get a
glimpse of the courage and confidence at
play at Millikin every day. I hope you will
be exhilarated by what you see and become
inspired to discover how your life, work, and
ideas might lead you to join our large and
inclusive company of Millikin entrepreneurs
who are reshaping our country and our world.

Please enjoy reading the experiences of more
than 50 students, faculty, alumni, staff, and
community members that have made the
experience of entrepreneurship vibrant at
Millikin. Their collective commitment to this
journey was a contributing factor to 27%
of students on Millikin’s campus taking an
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entrepreneurship or entrepreneurshipinfused class during the 17-18 academic
year.
Entrepreneurship is in our DNA.
Entrepreneurship informs our narrative.
Entrepreneurship blends the sounds
of the instruments in our metaphorical
ensemble. And, entrepreneurship activates
our competitive advantage on the playing
field of life.
Many thanks as we continue to activate
entrepreneurship every day throughout
Millikin and beyond.
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MESSAGE FROM

he anatomy of a Millikin entrepreneur
begins with HEART. Our students and faculty
are as long on passion as they are on creative
energy. Passion is a simple yet profoundly allencompassing narrative to describe the essence
of a true entrepreneur. Passion is the chief driver
of successful entrepreneurship, and provides
inherent fuel and inexhaustible stamina that
constantly drive action forward.

DR.
JEFFERY
APER,

A successful entrepreneur uses MUSCLE; the
ability to take an idea and flex the will, skillets,
and grit to wrestle through challenges, obstacles,
and doubt. Millikin entrepreneurs are tenacious
and work relentlessly in pursuit of their vision.

Provost, Millikin University

And finally, MIND.

M

Entrepreneurs who are committed to creating
a new business model or reinventing a product
or service display innovation and creative
problem solving. The very best entrepreneurs
may constantly generate and promote their own
ideas, but they think and act collaboratively and
are staunchly solutions-focused.

MESSAGE FROM

DR. NAJIBA
BENABESS,
Dean, Tabor School of Business

illikin thrives on the energy inherent in
Performance Learning, a philosophy that gives
students opportunities to do the real work of
the discipline they study in collaboration with
professionals and constituents throughout
the larger community. That same energy and
potential drive the work of the Center for
Entrepreneurship. Students from across all
disciplines find ways to pursue and develop central
educational, professional, and personal goals
and outcomes by engaging in entrepreneurial
activities that relate to their fields of study.

The seed of entrepreneurship is the ability to
see things differently. Whether it’s with new
products or new processes, entrepreneurs are
driven by the uncanny knack to see holes in
the marketplace and devise innovations to fill
them. Though it’s not the only essential quality
to success, creativity may be the foundational
mental skill. Entrepreneurs ask the “what ifs”
that drive inquisitiveness, and they’re able to
let go of what they already know to source fresh
information and new ways of thinking about a
problem.

The entrepreneurial efforts of students in areas
as varied as the natural sciences, social sciences,
technology, humanities, arts, health care and
promotion, and certainly business are an
extraordinary hallmark of a Millikin education.
These activities and applications help students
do more than simply apply traditional classroom
learning to dynamic field settings; they also invite
them to discover new ways to define, address and
solve problems while collaborating with others to
marshal human, material, and financial resources
essential to such problem solving.

A Millikin entrepreneur knows it’s less of a
destination and more of a journey as we push our
own boundaries and explore exactly what we’re
capable of. But when our heart and head are in
the right place, there’s no end to the possibilities.
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These experiences prepare students for
success beyond Millikin in extraordinary
ways. They emerge with a much greater sense
of possibility, of courage and confidence in
their ability to solve problems and adapt
to novel circumstances. Millikin graduates
carry the benefits of Performance Learning
and entrepreneurial experience with them
as they go forward with much more than
information they’ve amassed during the
course of earning a bachelor’s degree: they
know what to do with that information and
with the knowledge that they are prepared
to continue to investigate, learn, and apply
new information in advancing the frontiers of
their own professional success, empowered
citizenship, and lives of meaning and value.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN ACTION

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

IN ACTION

Blue
Brew

Entrepreneurship
education emphasizes
learning to pivot.
Because even the best
plans rarely work out
the way you imagine.

Coffee Shop

SOPHIA SCHWALBACH,
Communication ‘19

& DANIEL RIVERA,
BS Business Management ‘18

Blue Brew has taught us much more than how
to make the perfect of cup coffee, it’s taught us
that bringing a business into fruition is difficult
and tiring but quite possibly the most rewarding
experience.

Have you ever heard of college students willing to wake up at
4:00AM on a Saturday morning to make and serve fresh coffee
during a torrential downpour? Fifteen Blue Brew students did
just that - with a smile on their faces - at the Penguin in the
Park race this spring. We served nearly 200 cups of coffee that
day knowing that, by participating in this community event,
we would gain exposure and customers to the shop. This was
one of twelve community events we participated in during the
2017-2018 academic year, as community engagement became a
top priority of our marketing and operational strategies.
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We also practiced fine-tuning our day-today operations and creating our marketing
promotions. An example, our customer incentive
#HappyHourWednesday between 2:00-3:00PM,
which increased sales by 50% on Wednesdays,
but decreased our profit margins by 20-30%. Our
most profitable endeavors were working with
organizations on large-scale promotions. We
simultaneously concentrated on brand awareness
on social media, and gained 861 new followers. A
highlight of the class is researching and developing
drinks, promoting and launching products, and
analyzing through data their level of success.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN ACTION

CURRICULAR

NEW

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
								 CLASSES

DR. BARB BROADBEAR,

Assistant Professor, Exercise Science & Sport
This school year, students worked diligently to reinvent Big
Blue Personal Training (BBPT). The student-run venture was
established in 2014 but became dormant in 2016 with faculty
transitions. Before it could be reinstated for the fall of 2018,
it was in need of reinvention. Students were asked “What
changes need to be made to create value for the community
we serve?” and from there, they were encouraged to engage
in the reinvention process with an entrepreneurial mindset.
Students determined that creating value needed to start
with the nuts and bolts of the program: they redesigned the
branding mark, reconnected with the Decatur Indoor Sports
Center and formed a long-term partnership, edited their
web page, revised pre-existing documents, created legal
insurance documentation, and earned National Personal
Training Certifications. Their hard work this year has created
the framework for a successful student-run venture in 2018.

DR. JULIO ENRIQUEZ-ORNELAS,
Assistant Professor, Modern Languages

The Spanish for Journalism course served as fertile ground
for a new student-run venture concept Mosaicos: voces
bilingües (Mosaics: Bilingual Voices). In this venture,
students collaborate as editors, staff writers, photographers,
and graphic designers to publish a bilingual magazine.
In assuming these roles, students not only discover Latin
American and Spanish cultures, but also learn how to be
entrepreneurial thinkers. They arrive to a sense of ownership
of their product through countless hours of dedication to
their vision. Once the student believes in the quality and
importance of their work, they become the best promoters
of their product and skills.
I also experienced growth as a professor while guiding
students through problem-solving, critical thinking, and
creative choices. Fostering this environment helped me
reimagine the conventional student-professor dynamic and
the way students learn.

DR. TIM KOVALCIK,

Associate Professor, History & Political Science
Clio Consulting 4th Floor is a student-run consulting firm for museums,
local history societies, and public history projects. This initiative was
designed and created by students in the Public History course in spring
2018. A comprehensive feasibility study was created and identified 62
small to medium-sized museums within a 3-hour driving radius. Students
recommended offering services such as research and video content
creation, marketing support, and possibly grant writing assistance.
Throughout the project, students engaged their entrepreneurial spirits
and connections in the community and on campus.
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DR. KYLE KNUST,

Assistant Professor, Chemistry
In fall 2017, I infused entrepreneurship into my 3D Printing
Honors Seminar. The students, representing various
disciplines, addressed real-world problems through several
hands-on projects. Some included: a customizable personal
muscle rollers, a hands-free phone holder for bathroom
usage, and custom jewelry organizer.
These active learning projects incorporated entrepreneurship
competencies by challenging students’ fear of ambiguity,
creativity, self-belief, and ability to take risks. By the end of
the course, the students gained an appreciation for science,
technology, and entrepreneurship. With a foundation
established, I am excited to help future students explore their
creativity by bringing their ideas to life using the skills and
knowledge acquired from this course.
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Magnetic
Generator
DR. CASEY WATSON,

Professor and Chair, Physics & Astronomy

Community Collaboration with
Innovation and Invention:

AWARDING
INNOVATION
Jim Hart, Sharon T. Alpi Award for Innovative Arts
Entrepreneurship Pedagogy Award recipient

The Sharon T. Alpi Award for Innovative Arts Entrepreneurship Pedagogy
Award is given to an educator who demonstrates groundbreaking work
in arts entrepreneurship and whose pedagogical innovation impacts
both their institution and the broader arts entrepreneurship education
community. The Society for Arts Entrepreneurship Education awarded
Jim Hart, Interim Chair of Arts Management and Arts Entrepreneurship
at Southern Methodist University, as the 2017 award recipient. Hart’s
pedagogical innovation involves the use of carefully designed games to
develop a deeper understanding of entrepreneurial thinking, skills, and
problem-solving.
“This award is a great honor. To be associated with Sharon T. Alpi, in
any way, is both exciting and humbling. She is a pioneer and visionary
in the field of arts entrepreneurship,” said Hart.

Students are learning the
process of inventing and testing
from a local inventor.

T

he increasing need for clean energy inspired local
inventor, George Coulthard, to design a Magnetically
Assisted Generator (MAG). The prototype uses a lever
for mechanical input to move a shuttle through a series
of permanent magnets of alternating polarity. These
alternating N/S magnets act in concert with a pair of
springs to drive a 50-pound flywheel. (Sorry, folks!
No pictures of the invention since a patent is being
sought!)
Last fall, Mr. Coulthard approached me about
analyzing the MAG, and I was happy to assemble a
team of Millikin physics students to take advantage
of the excellent Performance Learning opportunity.
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SEA CONFERENCE
EXPERIENCE
ATHENA PAJER,

The research team: Dominic Marco, Arnaud Muhire,
Kaze Murego, Whitley Sapp, Connor Sphar, Marshall
Youngblood, and I determined that the potential energy
stored in the springs and magnetic field is optimally
converted into rotational energy (the motion of the
flywheel) when the system achieves resonance. At
resonance, the mechanical output energy exceeds the
mechanical input energy by a significant amount via
conversion of magnetic potential energy. We presented
our analysis at the April 2018 Illinois State Academy of
Sciences Meeting and the Celebrations of Scholarship,
both held at Millikin. Further testing is required, but if
our preliminary findings hold, the MAG could make a
major impact on worldwide energy needs.

English Literature ‘21

I chose to attend the Self-Employment in the Arts (SEA ) conference
as a freshman English Literature major because I wanted to
know how to use my skills to accomplish something new. At the
conference, I found the most value in learning from people who
were successful in fields they created in following their passions.
One of the presenters, Mike Veny, decided to pursue his love
of music by forming a business helping companies team-build
through drumming. The ways he, and many others, went about
chasing their dreams was just as creative as their creativity itself.
I left SEA feeling inspired and motivated to forge my own path.
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CHAIRING A NATIONAL
CONFERENCE
JULIENNE SHIELDS,

Director, Center for Entrepreneurship

T

he United States Association of Small Business and Entrepreneurship (USASBE) is an
inclusive organization devoted to entrepreneurship education through bold teaching,
scholarship, and practice. Millikin has been a leading member of this organization (of
almost 1000 members throughout the US and abroad) for roughly 15 years.
I had the great honor and responsibility to serve as the National Conference Chair
for the 2018 USASBE Conference in Hollywood, CA. The conference is the main
source of revenue for the organization with over 550 attendees, and there
was opportunity to redesign the conference experience...without losing
revenue. While it was not without its challenges, the conference was a
tremendous success with more submissions than ever before and with
increased engagement at all levels and tracks. And, most importantly,
the conference was profitable!
I learned many things throughout the experience, but the most
satisfying to me was attending with 9 other Millikin faculty
and students and hearing USASBE peers rave about my
colleagues from Millikin. The students presenting programs
were articulate and well-received. The faculty were
engaging and scholarly, and the staff were appreciated
as entrepreneurial action leaders in their own right.
#ProudMillikinMoment (on a national platform).

usasbe.org
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AGILE-FORENTREPRENEURSHIP
FELLOWS

About
Launch
Weekend
In an effort to provide opportunities
for “bite-sized” entrepreneurship
– where students can experiment
with launching a venture and
see if it is for them – the Agile-for
-Entrepreneurship team hosted
the first Launch Weekend, a
48-hour innovation challenge
powered by free food and coffee.
Launch Weekend participants
meet on Friday night to pitch ideas
and create teams. Throughout
the rest of the weekend teams
prototype their concept and
discover potential customers with
the goal of making their first sales.
The event culminates with the
teams pitching to a panel of judges
for seed funding. The first Launch
Weekend was hosted in the fall of
2017, at which $3,000 in funding
was awarded. The event was such
a hit that it was hosted again in
the spring and the available seed
funding was increased to $5,000.

ESTEFANO MARTINEZ
BS Business Management ‘18
& SYDNEY DOHERTY
BFA Studio Art ‘18
Agile for Entrepreneurship (A4E) is an
interdisciplinary group of students who are
well-poised to address the challenges of
launching ventures and encouraging students
to take entrepreneurial risks. Our goals in
creating this group were to lead creative and
innovative projects using entrepreneurial tools
(our A4E toolbox), engage students from all
over campus, and stimulate the creation and
pursuit of innovative ideas.
While the year proved to be quite challenging
to stay true to all of our stated goals, one new
goal emerged: to encourage and support peer
students as they think about problems creatively
and test bold solutions. We encouraged students
to be curious to think creatively and be curious
by having little exercises during passing periods
that would have them put random adjectives
and nouns together (we called this exercise
“Half Baked”), and we held Friday pitch
competitions where students could pitch an
idea or concept that was particularly interesting
to them. These activities developed into larger
events like Launch Weekend and the Idea-toIncubator summer program.
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LOCKED UP
Zach McReynolds (Entrepreneurship ‘21)
and Mary Callaghan (Entrepreneurship and
Accounting ‘21) teamed up during February 2018
to participate, pitch, and eventually take first
place at Launch Weekend- spring 2018. Fueled
by their momentum and prize seed funding, they
chose to participate in Idea-to-Incubator during
the summer of 2018 to further develop their
escape room concept, Locked Up, in the Decatur
community. The hallmark of Locked Up is that
they deliver affordable and constantly changing
experiences for the Decatur community while
integrating Performance Learning into the
foundational efforts of their business.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN ACTION

C0-CURRICULAR

SCOTTY B’S
BURGERS
& CHEESE

BluePoint
Connections
BluePoint Connections is a venture focused on
increasing the power of digital media marketing for
small businesses led by co-founders Bryce Kapitzky
(Business Management ‘19) and Laura Nearing (Biology
‘19), and Gabe Gil (International Business ‘20). By
using analytics to track and target specific online
users, BluePoint creates tailored digital strategies at an
affordable price. BluePoints’ journey is a good example
of the pivoting process of a startup organization.

S

cotty B’s Burgers and Cheese tested the feasibility of a macaroni
and cheese burger food truck. Motivated by a passion for serving
people good food, Samson Schwartz (BS Entrepreneurship ’18) decided
he wanted to share his vision for homemade mac and cheeseburgers
with the public. After meeting with Samson, the team investigated the
viability of the concept by identifying the best suppliers for ingredients,
calculating overhead and variable costs, and researching what markets
in the Central Illinois area would be best for a food truck. In the
meantime, Samson also worked to refine his recipe. With support from
the Haab Seed Fund, Samson was able to purchase the materials needed
for the first round of market tests. Throughout the fall semester, Scotty
B’s Burgers and Cheese served customers around Millikin’s campus and
at home football games, generating nearly $800 in revenue. Following
graduation, Samson is continuing his love for food trucks by operating a
truck for a larger organization.

C2E Fuels
C2E Fuels uses a novel biochemical process to
convert industrial carbon dioxide into ethanol,
resulting in reduced greenhouse gas emissions
from both industrial plants and vehicles. Led by
Olivia Brewer (Entrepreneurship ’20) and Connor
Sphar (Physics ’20), C2E is leveraging two global
developments – a rising demand for ethanol and
the increasing nature of carbon emissions as a
business liability – to bring their process into
the market. Prior to participating in the Idea-toIncubator program, the C2E team earned a spot
in the finals at both the Draper Competition for
Collegiate Women Entrepreneurs in Boston,
MA and Texas Christian University’s Values and
Ventures Competition in Fort Worth, TX. C2E
Fuels is a collaboration between faculty members
Casey Watson, Paris Barnes, Jenna Smith, and the
aforementioned students.
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ALPHA
Moving Assistance
Alpha Moving Assistance is a labor-only moving
company in the Decatur, Effingham, and Peoria
areas. Alex Perales (Business Management ‘19)
and Josh Belcher (Sport Management ‘19) strive
to make stressful moves easier by providing
fast, affordable service.
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Freshman Business
Plan Competition
E

ach fall, incoming Tabor School of Business students
develop a business plan - for an enterprise of their choice
- during the introductory course Business Creation. The
business plan is a team effort and finalists from each
section are invited to present at the Freshman Business
Plan Competition during Celebrations of Scholarship and
Poster Symposium. This spring, four teams presented their
business concepts to the executive teams of J.L. Hubbard
Insurance and Bonds and Soy Capital Bank & Trust. The
two top teams received funding that will be used toward
an international travel experience with Millikin University.

Denmark
ANTHONY RENDINA,

BS Business Management ‘18, MBA ‘19

“The Freshman Business Plan Competition
allowed my team and me to critically analyze
the market’s problems and think of and develop
an effective solution. We also learned how to
effectively collaborate as a team while learning
from each others’ strengths. By encouraging
freshman to create a business plan in our first
semester, the Tabor School of Business shows us
that it cares about our future.” - Mary Callaghan,
Entrepreneurship and Accounting ‘21

Leading into my senior year, I did not think I would have the chance
to travel abroad with my hectic baseball schedule. Luckily, the Expertsin-Teams Business Competition at the Business Academy Aarhus in
Denmark was the perfect opportunity. At the competition, I was placed
in a team comprised of students from Europe and Asia tasked to innovate
on a problem of a local company. This forced me to quickly get out of
my comfort zone and adapt to different cultures, communication styles,
and business practices. I count this trip as one of the most beneficial
experiences I’ve had a Millikin, as it expanded my network with newfound peers overseas and increased my interest in entrepreneurship.

PACK MULES
Freshman Business Plan
Competition 1st Place Winners
Pack Mules is a backpacking company that proposed to
produce innovative packs designed for backpackers who
want something different from the current backpacks
in the industry. Our pack would address the two main
problems within the industry: poor support and lack
of accessibility when wearing the pack. By redesigning
outdoor products, Pack Mules would give people the tools
to experience nature and enjoy an outdoor life.
The award-winning concept was developed by Alexander
Bergland (Interdepartmental ‘21), Mary Callaghan
(Entrepreneurship and Accounting ‘21), and
Collin Krakowiecki (Accounting ‘21).
20
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STUDENT-RUN VENTURES

STUDENT-RUN

Millikin Arts Café

VENTURES

DR. MARK TONELLI,

Assistant Professor, School of Music

Student-run Ventures (SRV’s) are a
vehicle for entrepreneurial expression
at Millikin. SRV’s are courses that
function as learning laboratories
and businesses that are facilitated by
faculty but run by students. Students
take on the risks and rewards of
running the businesses, and they
develop the narrative and numbers
of the ventures.
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ne of the best events that Millikin Arts Café produced this year was
our St. Patrick’s Day concert, which featured the Irish band Broken Brogue
and Irish dancer, Rachel Aupperle. This event included a couple of “firsts”
for our venture: it was our largest crowd and it was the first profitable event
for Arts Café. These successes can be attributed our joint marketing efforts
with the band through social media. We gained exposure to the Decatur
community, which led to a diverse age group in attendance. The students
in our venture worked to find multiple ways to take Arts Café to a new level
with this event, and it marks a significant time in our ventures’ development.
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STUDENT-RUN VENTURES

2017 Robert Harrison Crowder Artist-in-Residence at

BLUE CONNECTION
ART GALLERY
MADISON CIACCIO

BFA Art Therapy ‘18

Upon being awarded the Robert H. Crowder Residency,
I was overcome with excitement and a surge of motivation
I had never experienced before, 6 weeks in a gallery all to
myself! Utilizing the versatile space to create my largescale paintings was not only convenient but a brand new
experience considering that for the first time, my process
had an audience. Interacting with lovers of the arts or
mere passers by helped my work to blossom more
fully and more quickly than ever before. I found
myself asking questions just as often as answering
them. For my newly acquired entrepreneurial
skills, gallery-operating knowledge, and selfmotivated artistic endeavor, I have Robert
Harrison Crowder to thank.
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STUDENT-RUN VENTURES

MAKING MUSIC

MUSIC INDUSTRY
STUDIES TOUR (MIST)

AT MILLIKIN

Dr. David Burdick, Associate Professor, School of Music
MIST offers music students the opportunity to perform
popular music in ensembles. In our first year, we
examined the venture using tools like the Business Model
Canvas, to help us create a model that relies on peerdriven accountability and clear expectations for quality
and commitment. This spring, our ensembles, including
singer/songwriter duos, Motown group and rappers,
performed at the University Commons dedication.
This was an excellent collaborative experience for our
venture, not only with other student groups, but also
with the Admissions Office. MIST ensembles are being
used in a recruiting initiative which at once puts students
“on the road” and increases the visibility of a new brand
for the music program at Millikin.

FIRST STEP RECORDS

Martin Atkins, Instructor, School Of Music
When any kind of entrepreneurial activity
connects genres of music and communities
spread out over a 400 mile radius, that’s a
good thing - but it’s even better when Millikin
students are at the forefront. This year, First
Step students created a compilation album
“It’s Ok Not to Be Ok,” which features 42
different artists from all over the United
States and benefits Hope for the Day, a
suicide awareness and prevention cause.
Students had meaningful engagement with
Gaelynn Lea, NPR Tiny Desk Competition
winner and disability rights spokesperson at
their release party at local brewery, Door 4,
including building a ramp when none were
easily available (a great lesson in the DIY
spirit that we all need in any entrepreneurial
activity for which we take responsibility).
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MILLIKIN AUDIO RECORDING
SERVICE (MARS)

Kevin Guarnieri, Instructor, School of Music

MARs’ work on the University Commons dedication ceremony
tested the breadth and depth of our collective knowledge.
We collaborated with many other student-run ventures and
student groups: Arts Café, MIST, Big Blue Sound, First Step
Records and Pipe Dreams Studio Theatre to name a few.
We recorded the performance with over 20 microphones
and synchronized our recording with the video footage that
was captured. Our ‘bread and butter’ is multi-track audio
recordings (no more than eight microphones) of student and
faculty musical recitals/performances. It made me proud
to see all of the members of MARs go above and beyond for
the university and overcome new technical and logistical
challenges. We succeeded beyond our wildest expectations.
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STUDENT-RUN VENTURES

Blue Satellite &
Bronze Man Books
RORY ARNOLD,

English Writing ‘19

BRONZE MAN BOOKS
Bronze Man Books is a publishing company with a focus on shorter,
literary works, and a motive to promote and print thoughtfully
crafted, creative books. This year came with many challenges, and
our struggles helped to refocus the core of Bronze Man Books. We
implemented a process that will continually progress the publishing
company toward success. As an editor, I enjoyed working on our
variety of projects. We published a 2nd edition of Skull Kids: Poetry
to Read Alone in the Woods following the death of the young author.
After extensive re-editing, the inclusion of new work he left behind,
and a complete design, we published a book to honor the author,
his work, and to raise awareness about depression and suicide.
We have donated profits from the sale of the book to the American
Foundation of Suicide Prevention. With the help of his family, we
hosted a release event of the book in the author’s hometown.

MU PERFORMANCE
CONSULTING
RJ PODESCHI,

Associate Professor, Tabor School of Business

I

n spring 2018, MU Performance Consulting (MUPC)
collaborated with another student-run venture, Pipe
Dreams Studio Theatre (PDST), to select and implement
a new ticketing system. Pipe Dreams recognized that the
fee structure of their current ticketing vendor was eating
away at their gross margins. PDST and MUPC students,
with advisors Sara Theis and RJ Podeschi, enumerated
system requirements, outlined cost objectives, and
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BLUE SATELLITE PRESS
selected a platform, Brown Paper Tickets, to
implement. The new online ticketing platform
will allow patrons to purchase tickets in advance
or at the door and integrate with their current
website, pdtheatre.org. The project was a notable
and complex collaboration between studentrun ventures and highlights the possibility that
ventures can be each other’s customers.

Blue Satellite is a hand-set, letterpress studio that aims to produce cleverly crafted products, including poetry
broadsides, event posters, "Cheeky Greetings" cards, coasters, and more. This course is an opportunity for any
student to operate antiquated machinery and find wonder in the history of the printed word through its handson craftsmanship. In the spring 2018 semester, some of the finished products included a new addition to the
"Cheeky Greetings" collection and a commissioned poetry broadside. That commission came from a young man
for his fiancé on the occasion of his wedding. With a hard deadline of their wedding day, we designed and
printed his poem in a run large enough for him to gift a copy to his wife and copies to both of their families.
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STUDENT-RUN VENTURES

PIPE DREAMS STUDIO THEATRE
P

ipe Dreams Studio Theatre experienced a
significant amount of growth this season. We raised
enough money to update our facility with a sprung
floor, new speakers, keyboard, and sound mixer.
A massive clean-up freed up extra performance
space and allowed us to have a more comfortable
and professional dressing room. We also decided
to implement a permanent repertory seating plot,
allowing for a more intimate experience instead
of moving seating platforms for every production.

ALUMNUS
JOEL KIMLING,
BA Theatre ‘17

I was a part of Pipe Dreams Studio Theatre all of my
collegiate career: from actor, to company member, to
finally Artistic Director. Nothing prepared me better
personally or professionally than my time in the company.
It gave me a true hands-on learning experience, which
allowed me to take roles in accounting departments,
production management, house managing, box office,
etc. I learned to fail, which was probably my most
valuable lesson. The experiences and lessons of playing,
experimenting, and exploring that Pipe Dreams instills in
its company are the foundations of the next generation of
theatrical artists. Without Pipe Dreams, I can honestly say
I would not be working for a major regional theatre and
one of the largest producers of new American Theatre.
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JOHN FARINA,

BA Theatre ‘18

We produced four very different shows:
The Undeniable Sound of Right Now,
LIZZIE, Strangest Things! The Musical,
and Unlatched: A Devised Work. In
addition to these, we created a New Works
program, allowing student playwrights
the opportunity to share their work. With
growth comes changes and challenges, but
the company is adapting extremely well and
I look forward to seeing how they evolve.
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YOUTH ENTREPRENEURSHIP

YOUTH

Celebrating High
School Innovators

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

KATE FLEMMING

Program Coordinator, Center for Entrepreneurship

C

Learning to pivot and change at
an early age helps our youth be
resilient and entrepreneurial in
the years to come.

elebrating High School Innovators is a competition
and program jointly coordinated among Millkin
University, Illinois State University, and Pontiac
Township High School in which the goal is to identify,
recognize, and promote young innovators throughout
the state of Illinois. We hosted the 4th annual competition
and we were able to meet several aspiring high school
innovators throughout the area. These students compete
for cash prizes to promote their work and university
scholarship in one of five different disciplines: Arts, Media,
& Literature; Business Entrepreneurship; Food, Health &
Nutrition; Social Entrepreneurship; and Science, Technology,
Engineering & Mathematics (STEM). This year’s winners were:

RISHI MODI
Illinois Mathematics and Science Academy
Business Entrepreneurship
BECCA NALLEY & LEXI SHOWALTER
Normal Community High School
Social Entrepreneurship
OLIVIA GLOWACKA
John Hersey High School
Business Entrepreneurship
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MAGGIE SHUTTS &
MELISSA MANETSCH
Libertyville High School
STEM
DANIEL MUELLER
Morton High School
STEM

YOUTH ENTREPRENEURSHIP

2017 MILLIKIN UNIVERSITY

HIGH SCHOOL
ART SHOW
JOHNNY POWER,

Adjunct Faculty, Art Department

Desensitized

by JT Boehme

F

all 2017, I had the pleasure of transitioning
into the role of coordinator of the 11th annual
Millikin High School Art Show. I thoroughly
enjoyed engaging with 67 area students through
their tremendous artwork at this year’s show.
Millikin’s Art Department provides a unique
setting to build relationships with area high school
teachers, students, and their families through not
only a juried art show, but also pre-show ACE Arts*Creativity*Entrepreneurship - Workshops.
It is this time of intimate connection, through
portfolio reviews, creative learning, and Q&A
sessions with Millikin faculty and students, when
prospective art students start to see the potential
of their passion for art being a very real part of
their future career at Millikin and beyond. In 2018,
High School Art Show winners received $4,000 in
scholarships and $500 in cash awards.

Viva la Red

by Bushra Ibrahim
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Josie

by Sophia Billerman

YOUTH ENTREPRENEURSHIP

2017 High School & Junior High

CHEMISTRY CAMPS
DR. ANNE RAMMELSBERG,

Associate Professor, Chemistry

W

hat could be more rewarding than leading a
group of tenacious and curious campers? For me,
teaching doesn’t get much better! I had the pleasure
of leading 18 high school and junior high school
students, alongside four undergraduates, during
the third Chemistry Camp at Millikin. This year’s
research was on Lyme Disease, and - because we
believe in doing chemistry as chemists do - campers
immediately began exploring preventatives,
diagnosis, and treatments for the disease. They
conducted experiments like:
• Isolating enzymes from yeast to study different
combinations of drugs to combat Lyme Disease
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• Examining their successful purifications via SDSPAGE gel electrophoresis, quantitative protein assays,
and titration
• Extracting DNA from ticks and using PCR to examine
whether or not they were carrying Borrelia burgdorferi
Between experiments, the Center for Entrepreneurship
coordinated speakers on the topics of Lyme Disease,
effectual thinking, and presentation best practices. As
always, each camp week ended with a presentation
dinner for campers and their families. A highlight this
year was a rap about Lyme Disease presented by some
of the high school campers!
Thanks to the generosity of Dr. John Hortenstine, class
of 1965 and retired chemist from Johnson & Johnson
Co., 3 high school and 2 junior high school students
received chemistry camp scholarships this year.
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COMMUNITY ENTREPRENEURSHIP

COMMUNITY

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Pivoting is an essential life
skill as communities adjust
to challenges like layoffs
and economic downturns.
Re-creating oneself is the
greatest pivot of all.

SCORE
BECKY HAMILTON,

President, SCORE Chapter 296
SCORE Decatur (SCORE was formerly an acronym for Service
Corps of Retired Executives) has had a mutually supportive 40+year relationship with Millikin University. The on-campus SCORE
Chapter is comprised of eighteen volunteers forming a network
of working and retired business owners, executives, educators,
and managers who understand first-hand the challenges and
decisions that start-up and existing small business entrepreneurs
are facing today. In 2017, through classroom workshops and free
confidential mentoring, SCORE Decatur served 49 new business
that launched within our local community. The combination of
mentoring sessions and workshop attendees summed 865 total
chapter service touch points.

Millikin
Decatur
Executive
Association
ROB DIXON,

MDEA Chairman & Senior Vice President,
Town & Country Bank
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Our goal as the Millikin Decatur Executive Association
(MDEA) is to deliver valuable information to our members,
which is comprised of local business leaders, and to deepen
partnerships within the Millikin and Decatur communities.
In 2018 we accomplished this through a variety of speakers,
seminars and lunch & learn sessions:
•

Matt Mayberry, former NFL player and motivational
speaker, spoke about obtaining peak performance

•

Bryce Austin opened our eyes on issues surrounding
Cyber Security

•

Jim Shultz reframed current economic challenges into
opportunities for our community

•

Dr. Tony Liberatore explored habits for success for any
level executive

•

Tom Bayer shared first-hand knowledge and tips on
transition and succession planning

COMMUNITY ENTREPRENEURSHIP

SHAKESPEARE CORRECTED
ALEX MILLER,

Associate Professor, School of Theatre & Dance

S

hakespeare Corrected's mission is to
bring undergraduate students together with
incarcerated and disadvantaged populations to
collaborate and create a theatrical experience
intended to inspire transformation and
redemption in students, participants, and their
families. Rooted in social entrepreneurship,
Shakespeare Corrected is demonstrating with
each new season how the arts can literally
change lives.
In 2018, the Shakespeare Corrected class,
14 Millikin students worked with inmates at
Decatur Correctional Center and with clients
of local organizations like Boys and Girls Club,
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Phoenix Academy, Macon Resources, Inc, and
Webster-Cantrell Hall to hold performances of
Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream for
audiences of friends, family and others.
As the faculty who started this project and
continues to facilitate it, I have to say it is all the
work of the students in the class. They own it.
They are thinking beyond themselves and they
are helping inmates and clients also think beyond
themselves. Our student directors had to modify
the play for each cast, since adult inmates can use
different skills than special needs populations or
after school youth programs, but the outcome is
powerful for all involved.

ALUMNI

ALUMNI
Our entrepreneurs don’t
go it alone. They are
supported by a system made
up of alumni, community
mentors, scholarships, and
fellow vision-casters.

MESSAGE FROM

GINA
BIANCHI,

Vice President, Alumni & Development

A

t the Alumni & Development office,
there are clear intersections between alumni
interests and the projects and passions of
the students. Scholarships have empowered
students to make bolder choices during their
Millikin experience, through international
travels, the opportunity to make business
pitches, or just sharing their stories in front
of large audiences.
But perhaps more critical to the success
of a Millikin entrepreneur is the benefit of
gaining a community. Entrepreneurs need
people.
Our students have the unique advantage
of benefiting from alumni experiences,
connections, influence, and financial
support. Your participation and support of
the Center for Entrepreneurship, at every
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level, provides a competitive advantage for our
graduates and helps to develop their sense of
contribution.
When we get it right, we produce entrepreneurs
who are successful in their chosen path and have
an affinity to and love for Millikin. That’s worth
rolling up our sleeves for.

ALUMNI

ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT:
'07
JODY COX

DESIGN • FLORAL • RENTAL

Freshman year, my Intro to Business professor recommended my project
partner and I “fire” our teammates after a few failed attempts at collaboration.
While that’s a memory that always makes me laugh, it represents the kind of
training I received.

An Affair To Remember is an award winning floral
design and décor company located in St. Louis,
Missouri. Founded in 2009, AATR caters to over 175
events and weddings each year. Implementing a
unique, interactive approach to the design process,
AATR focuses on strategically combining various
elements to create a cohesive design that clients see
come to life at their appointment. AATR’s attention
to detail is only matched by unparalleled customer
service and dedication to each client’s unique vision.

Millikin’s approach to education reinforced my own results-driven
mindset and cultivated it into something tangible that I was able to
maximize post-graduation. Working for my BS marketing degree, my
professors focused on real-world application and always expected me
to rise to the challenge.
Entrepreneurs are a special breed of people. As they say, we are the
only ones willing to work 80 hours a week to avoid working 40. As
a small business owner, you need not only vision and an above
average work ethic, but also a sound knowledge of marketing,
accounting, customer service, economics, and management.
The foundational skills I learned and practiced during my time
as a student at Millikin are some of the reasons my business
has seen success and continues to grow.
Millikin delivered more than just a solid academic
education. The faculty and administration cultivated an
environment that encouraged young adults to learn, fail,
grow, and succeed both in and out of the classroom.
My professors challenged me from the first day. I will
always be grateful for their guidance and leadership.
I try to live up to those standards every day. Some
days I succeed, some days I fail. The goal is to make
the former happen more often than the latter.
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ABOUT AN AFFAIR
TO REMEMBER
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ALUMNI

Alumni Spotlight:

ERIC
'14
WEATHERFORD
I

decided to create ODDWALL Painting after receiving
such positive reactions from people while painting my first
large scale mural in August 2017 and seeing both a need and desire - for more wall art in Central Illinois. By taking
advantage of the void in the mural industry, I created what I
think is a viable solution with an actual brand and business
plan. I advertised and networked the hell out of it. My current
motivation is to cover as many walls as possible, creating a
demand for hand-painted murals in the process. I am now
having to book clients weeks in advance and realize if you're
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truly passionate about your craft and constantly work harder
than the next person, then success will be inevitable.
Working alongside other artists as well as collaborating with
"non-artists" (entrepreneurs) as part of my BA art degree
at Millikin developed my mind in a more entrepreneurial
fashion rather than just a painter or just a designer. Every
day is still a learning process, continually gaining more
knowledge of the business side of things, and my artistic
skills are improving along the way.
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ALUMNI

SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS

Scholarship recipients were asked what three words
describe what entrepreneurship means to them.

John Bingham “The Penguin” Scholarship
OPTIMISTIC · HOPEFUL · APPRECIATIVE

LAUREN MONTESANO
BA Theatre '18

Entrepreneurship was a huge part of my life at Millikin. Not only did
I take entrepreneurship courses all four years, but I was also part of
the student-run venture Pipe Dreams Studio Theatre and participated
in the Agile-for-Entrepreneurship group (A4E) outside of my regular
classes. Without this scholarship, my post-grad career would be very
different. I am able to focus more effort on my own business, Princess
Party Chicago, Inc., rather than focus more significant time just trying
to earn money to repay student loans. Receiving this scholarship while
at Millikin created an optimistic, hopeful, and appreciative outlook of
not only Millikin as a campus, but also investors and donors as a whole.

Ronald E. and Suzan E. Zemke Scholarship &
William T. Eichenhauer Scholarship

John Bingham “The Penguin” Scholarship

HUMBLED · DEDICATED · APPRECIATED

FAMILY · CREATING · GROWING

WHITTNEY MOTLEY
BS Entrepreneurship ‘18

JESSE SARGEANT
BS Entrepreneurship ‘17

For me, entrepreneurship means living beyond the norm - going above and beyond to accomplish
the goals I have set forth for myself as a young entrepreneur. During the past three years, I have
attended school and run a business full-time. I have come so far not only physically but also
mentally. My journey has shown me that being a business owner doesn’t come easy, but is an
extremely rewarding accomplishment.

Entrepreneurship to me has meant family. No entrepreneur starts
an endeavor alone, and my case was no different. From my amazing
co-founders of Blue Brew with whom I spent many long hours with
formulating the concept with, to the entire Center for Entrepreneurship
with its amazing staff that was there to help with anything we ever
needed. Now that I have graduated and passed the torch on to other
students, it’s amazing to see that the passion myself and fellow cofounders shared for Blue Brew has been taken on by new students.
Being an entrepreneur is sharing in the struggles and failures with
others and continuing to keep creating and building.
50

My scholarships mean so much to me. Without the extra help, financially I don’t believe I would
have been able to study at one of the top schools in the Midwest! In my eyes, I am so fortunate
that someone saw all the hard work I’ve put in here at Millikin, and decided I was worth it!
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ALUMNI

SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS

Scholarship recipients were asked what three words
describe what entrepreneurship means to them.

Jean “Fuzzy” Sutherd
Harner Scholarship
DETERMINED · SUPPORTED · OPTIMISTIC

MIKAYLA KRIEGER
Business Management &
Digital Media Marketing '20

WHITTNEY MOTLEY'18
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To me, entrepreneurship is the ability to
make dreams come true. Being able to work
in the Center for Entrepreneurship this past
year has allowed me to see how Millikin
makes that possible. I have experienced an
abundance of hands-on entrepreneurship
while running Blue Brew coffee shop with my
peers. Because of the Jean “Fuzzy” Sutherd
Harner Scholarship, and the support of my
professors and peers, I was able to think
freely and bring my ideas to life, whether I
was in the shop or in the classroom. Studentrun ventures like Blue Brew, fully embrace
entrepreneurship and give students the
ability to make their craziest ideas a reality
and give other students the opportunity to
join them in building their dream.

Sharon T. Alpi Scholarship

Sharon T. Alpi Scholarship

OPPORTUNITY · CREATE · GROW

FAMILY · CREATING · GROWING

MARTEL MCGEE

JESSE SARGEANT

To me, entrepreneurship is solving problems in your
community and around the world. It’s persevering
through perceived failures and developing a team
with a shared vision. While entrepreneurship solves
problems for its customers, it also provides great
opportunities for those involved to learn and grow.

The Sharon T. Alpi Scholarship was the highest
honor I received. I was one of those lucky enough
to have Professor Alpi as a teacher and mentor
during my entrepreneurial journey. I can say that
without her help and support in the classroom
and then through the scholarship in her honor, I
would not be where I am today as an entrepreneur.
I am also very proud to say that I got to share this
award with one of my co-founders of Blue Brew,
Martel McGee. Together we have been through
everything and came out on the other side
stronger because of it.

BS Entrepreneurship

‘18

Receiving the Sharon T. Alpi Scholarship was an honor.
Sharon created the Center for Entrepreneurship at
Millikin University which has had a huge impact on
the Decatur community and the world at large. Her
legacy endures through amazing leaders and teams,
and it is still growing. I can only hope my legacy
makes a fraction of the impact hers has made.
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BS Entrepreneurship ‘17

RESEARCH

RESEARCH
Millikin has developed its
entrepreneurial education
practices through a wide
variety of action research.
Our stories and impacts are
collected, presented and
published throughout the year.

Arts and
Entrepreneurship
Book Publication
DR. MARK MUNOZ,

Professor, Tabor School of Business
Throughout 2017-2018, Julie Shields and I collaborated
with international experts in the growing field of
arts entrepreneurship to publish a book on strategic
entrepreneurial approaches combined with a passion for
the arts titled “Arts and Entrepreneurship” through Business
Expert Press.
The purpose of the book is to encourage artists all over the
world to understand the notion of arts entrepreneurship
and hone their entrepreneurial abilities. With an assembled
team of experts from disparate countries in Africa, Eastern
Europe and Asia, the book provides ideas and fresh
insights on how to converge artistic and entrepreneurial
intent. This international angle, paired with the arts and
entrepreneurship theme, is what makes this book unique.

Student-Faculty
Research in
Information
Systems
RJ PODESCHI,

Associate Professor,
Tabor School of Business
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In 2017, Millikin’s brand of Performance Learning was evidenced
through a student-faculty research partnership between Blake
Jacobus (Information Systems ‘17) and RJ Podeschi, Assistant
Professor of Information Systems. During his senior year, Blake built
and configured a prototype of a clustered computer using small,
credit-card sized computers called Raspberry Pis. While originally
created to bring computing to undeveloped countries, the Raspberry
Pi has since become a platform for teaching programming and for
innovation. Blake’s Raspberry Pi cluster was able to find the first 1
million prime numbers in less than half the time it took for just one
Raspberry Pi. This proof of concept can be used to scale up computing
with lower-cost devices rather than purchasing one larger computer.
Blake’s work was presented in November 2017 at the National
Conference on Information Systems Education in Austin, Texas, and
is now published in the 2018 Information Systems Education Journal.

PROFILES

PROFILES
We are the faces of the Center;
We are driven to inspire,
connect, and advance
entrepreneurs every day.

CENTER STAFF

JULIENNE SHIELDS,

Director

KATE FERIOZZI FLEMMING,

Program Coordinator

“Life is about creating yourself.”
The Center operates with a growth mindset that
is infectious to the students, faculty, staff, and
community members with which we engage.

“In the Center, everyone makes coffee.”
We do whatever we can to welcome
everyone to the table to share ideas about
solving problems and creating solutions.

ADJUNCTS IN ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Omaima Hatem, Amy Leman, Stan Andrews,
Sharon Alpi, Dennis Schwieger

STUDENT SPECIALISTS

Spencer McGowan, Carrie Thompson,
David Bruns, Mikayla Krieger, Martel McGee

AGILE FELLOWS

Daniel Rivera, Shelby Ulrich, Alaina
Frederick, Hunter Somers, Lauren Montesano,
Martel McGee, Whittney Motley, Olivia Brewer,
Sydney Doherty, Estefano Martinez
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BETHANY GOTTS,

DAVID HAINES,

Administrative Assistant

“At the Center, everyone is welcome.”
The Center is one of the most inclusive and
collaborative environments at Millikin and is
open to all students and ideas.

“We have fun and get LOTS done.”
The faculty, staff, and student specialists
that comprise our “superhuman” team
produce superior results, all while
having a good time in the process.

Graduate Assistant
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PROFILES

ENTREPRENEURS
IN RESIDENCE

RAY FIELDS,

Adjunct Faculty, Tabor School of Business

Interacting with Millikin students has encouraged
me to grow personally and professionally. As a local
business owner, I share many examples of real world
situations - the most beneficial of which has been the
relationship between the entrepreneurial spirit and
the realities of cash flow. In turn, I have significantly
changed a few aspects of my business after
conversations with students. They have helped me to
better understand the needs of my younger staff and
how to market to a younger generation. I continue to
be impressed with the Performance Learning model
as it fully engages those that participate.

BRUCE NIMS,

Adjunct Faculty, Tabor School of Business
I enjoy sharing my business and life
experiences with students, relating them
to the academic and textbook insights they
receive from their professors. I believe
it provides the students with a more
full and balanced understanding of the
entrepreneurial world. My interactions range
from class presentations, group discussions,
individual consulting to project evaluations
and judging, which help to confirm a
student’s entrepreneurial direction, cause
him or her to question the current path,
or even help influence awareness that a
complete project shift is appropriate. As is
true in most teaching situations, I receive
from students at least as much as I give.
Students display and share their fresh ideas,
venture passions, recent trends, and their
own perspectives, which greatly enrich my
intellectual environment and even challenge
my own thought processes.
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ERIC HECTOR,

Adjunct Faculty, Arts Technology

The students I work with live on the creative side
of business and, as Creative Director of Heroic
Age Studios, it’s an inspiration to experience their
initiative. In my classes I give students opportunities
that translate into practical entrepreneurial skills.
For example, I’ve worked with students who
are creating their own movie. I brought them to
an actual movie shoot, allowing them to explore
various types of artistic contact work. I’m amazed
with the innovative ways they plan to use their
creative talents in future business endeavors.
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PROFILES

VETERAN & CURRENT COLEMAN FELLOWS
Sharon Alpi, Assistant Professor Emeritus, began the Entrepreneurship Faculty Fellows program just over 11 years ago. Since
then, The Coleman Foundation has provided the financial support and forward-moving vision necessary to equip these faculty
– now called Coleman Fellows - with tools needed to infuse entrepreneurship across University disciplines, in authentic and
meaningful ways. These Millikin faculty members are committed to developing and incorporating entrepreneurship modules
into existing and new course offerings.

DR. TIM KOVALCIK,

Associate Professor, History & Political Science
My Coleman Fellowship has provided a unique opportunity for students in the
humanities. At other universities, academic silos can be competitive, entrenched
and stagnant in their pedagogical approach. I was able to break through this
mentality by allowing students to engage in entrepreneurship, critical thinking in
the real world, and performance learning outside the classroom.

As the Coleman Foundation prepares to move on, in search of new projects and worthy missions, their influence will be felt
within the Center for Entrepreneurship and across Millikin’s forever-changed storyline.

RJ PODESCHI,

DR. BARB BROADBEAR,

Associate Professor, Tabor School of Business

Assistant Professor, Exercise Science & Sport

With the Coleman Fellowship, Millikin students now have the entrepreneurshipinfused information systems curriculum we have today. Students have opportunities
to pursue their tech-minded passions with an entrepreneurial lens with the studentrun venture, MU Performance Consulting. It helps them to not only build their
resume while in school, but also understand technology with purpose.

I have been afforded several opportunities to enhance my personal entrepreneurial
mindset and pass those experiences on to students of the Big Blue Personal
Training (BBPT) student-run venture. Because of my Coleman Fellowship, BBPT
students will be graduating from Millikin with the ability to create opportunities
and value for themselves in a variety of Health, Fitness, and Recreation fields.

DR. KYLE KNUST,

DR. MARY GARRISON

Assistant Professor, Chemistry

Professor, Behavioral Sciences

With my Coleman Fellowship, Millikin students have had the opportunity
to experience entrepreneurship coalescing with technology. With an
entrepreneurship infused 3D printing course, students have been able to transform
their ideas into reality through a continual design and creation process loop.

My time as a Coleman Fellow offered opportunity to explore entrepreneurship
with my students through a course called Impacting Lives Through Social
Entrepreneurship. This course allowed students to see they can take risk, be
bold, and impact many lives in a positive way.

DR. JULIO ENRIQUEZ-ORNELAS,
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DR. CASEY WATSON,

Assistant Professor, Modern Languages

Professor and Chair, Physics & Astronomy

My Coleman Fellowship has helped me to gain insight into new pedagogical
frameworks that subvert conventional student-professor dynamics and learning
processes. I infused entrepreneurship into a foreign language-learning environment
through speakers, such as a bilingual features producer for ESPN and other Spanish
lifestyle entrepreneurs. Students also discovered Latin American and Spanish
cultures through creating a bilingual magazine, Mosaicos: Voices Bilingues.

My Coleman Fellowship has helped to provide Millikin students with truly unique
and potentially world-changing Performance Learning opportunities. Without it,
my students and I would never have become involved with the commercialization of
scientific research to the extent that we have; nor would I have created a new course
that is expressly dedicated to launching and supporting new scientific businesses.
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PROFILES

Veteran & Current Coleman Fellows

DR. DAVID HORN,

DR. JO CARTER,

Professor, Biology

Associate Professor, School of Nursing

Funding from the Coleman Foundation was used to help establish the Millikin
University Institute for Science Entrepreneurship. Since its founding, the institute
has provided opportunities for advancement through science entrepreneurship,
forged strong partnerships with community stakeholders, and opened new
pathways for our students and university.

My Coleman Fellowship introduced me to innovative ways to organize my class, as
well as exposed me to a great number of teaching strategies that worked to better
engage the imaginations of my students. My students engaged in collaborative
partnerships with community professionals to design health campaigns, that have
generated a great deal of interest about what it means to be healthy.

DR. MARK TONELLI,

SEAN MORRISSEY,

Assistant Professor, School of Music

Artist-in-Residence, School of Theatre & Dance

Being a Coleman Fellow was an unexpected opportunity and has since become a
critical part of my teaching. Having the resources and funding to support my dream
of teaching students to operate a live performance venue has been transformative
for students and for campus. Observing students acquiring new skills, thinking
creatively, gaining confidence, and emerging and growing as leaders is immensely
gratifying and is the essence of what entrepreneurship represents.

Through the support I received as a Coleman Faculty Fellow, I was able to
build a wildly successful professional development experience for graduating
performance majors intending to move to the Chicago theatre market. Students
learn foundational elements of entrepreneurship and how to apply them to their
own freelance performance careers. For many students, this experience has
resulted in meaningful professional outcomes such as signing with talent agencies
and booking contracts with professional theatre companies.

SARA THEIS,

KEVIN GUARNIERI,

Assistant Professor, School of Theatre & Dance

Instructor and Clinical Faculty, School of Music

My Coleman Fellowship has been truly instrumental in my development as
a faculty member. It has offered me the opportunity to connect with amazing
mentors in the field of entrepreneurship and provided resources necessary
to support students in their development as entrepreneurial-minded artists.
Students are entering the professional market are prepared to recognize and act
on opportunities, be nimble in their approach, and make the world a better place.

My Coleman Fellowship allowed Millikin Audio Recording Studio (MARs) to bring
location recording to Millikin. It provided an under served market and MARs
quickly found its niche. My students now understand in a tangible way what other
viable revenue streams are available to a student with experience in professional
audio. I know this experience has provided confidence and even inspiration to
the students.

ED WALKER,

LYLE SALMI,

Associate Professor, Art Department

Chair and Professor, Art Department

My Coleman Fellowship provided the "spark" within the Art Department to
assist in the launch and sustainability of Ignite Design Studios, an advertising
agency student-run venture. As a result, design students have embraced
entrepreneurship theory in the classroom and have proven to demonstrate
entrepreneurship activities after graduation.

With the generous assistance of the Coleman Fellowship, I was able to encourage
students to take that necessary "next step" in terms of their abilities to recognize
opportunities, create value, and explore niche marketing in their own unique
ways via the student-run venture, Carriage House Press.
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PROFILES

Veteran & Current Coleman Fellows

PROGRAM DONORS

DR. STEPHEN FRECH,

Professor, English

2017-2018 PROGRAM DONORS

My Coleman Fellowship has allowed me to explore, develop, and deliver courses
with significant entrepreneurial components that are uncommon to a vast majority
of English Departments around the country. My students taking the student-run
venture course that operates Blue Satellite Press regularly address questions
about branding and the development of the press catalogue. They try mightily
to think of ways to engage audience and readers. All the while, they are learning
the process and skills that remain current in the field of printing and publishing.

To achieve the mission, the Center for Entrepreneurship wants to thank
the following program donors and endowment donors:
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Alpi

Tyler and Kate Flemming

Martel L. McGee

Larry and Dee Altenbaumer

Wilson P. Fulk

Mr. and Mrs. James R. Neff

Archer Daniels Midland Co.

James J. and Carin S. Grady

Mr. Giovanni Pasotto

Duane and Joan Adams Avis

Lindsey Harrison

Penguin in the Park

Peggy Baity

Andrew P. and Molly E. Heise

Mr. and Mrs. Richard "RJ" P. Podeschi II

David F. Brown

Hickory Point Bank

Caitlin D. Puckett

Mrs. M. Susan Campbell

Sarah Stopek Hirsch

Jesse D. Sargeant

Associate Professor, School of Music

Angela Cardinal

Aric M. Hopp

Julienne W. and Zachary P. Shields

Caterpillar Foundation

Aron Hopp

Yasumasa Tanano

The single most important element of my Coleman Fellowship has been the wealth
of resources available to me, making me a life-long believer in the value - the
necessity - of entrepreneurship. My training and subsequent awaking are with me
in all my endeavors and have profoundly increased my ability to impact student
learning with the addition of a new “lens” through which to view the world. I’ve
threaded the fundamental mindsets and entry level skills of entrepreneurship into
virtually every course I teach with the result being that now, in any given class,
entrepreneurial skills can - and do - enter the conversation.

Charles Koch Foundation

Lori. B Hopp

Ms. Jennifer N. Troendly

Ms. Shelli A. Coffey

John Ullrich Foundation

Liyang Yu

Ms. Marilyn S. Davis

Myung Kim

Mr. and Mrs. Douglas E. Zemke

Cynthia Ann Meuriot Deadrick-Wolfer

Mikayla M. Krieger

Mr. and Mrs. Steven T. Zemke

Enbridge Energy Partners

Kevin L. and Lisa Mathews

DR. DAVID BURDICK,

SCHOLARSHIP & ENDOWED FUNDS
LAURA LEDFORD,

Dean, College of Fine Arts

Many years ago when I became chair of what was then the Department of Theatre
and Dance, the faculty decided that our black box theatre space should be run
(operations, programming, marketing, finance, etc.) by students. The theatre had
housed many class-related student projects. This change provided the students an
opportunity to learn to oversee the space as a business. Students are developing
skills and the mindsets needed to make a life for themselves as artists and
entrepreneurs. A Coleman Fellowship enabled this dream - Pipe Dreams Studio
Theatre - to become a reality, along with several other student-run ventures in
the College of Fine Arts, that have been established. I am forever grateful for the
Coleman Foundation for helping our students development their future in the arts.
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Sharon T. Alpi Scholarship

The Jean “Fuzzy” Sutherd Harner Scholarship

John Bingham “The Penguin” Scholarship

Ronald E. and Susan E. Zemke Scholarship

R. Michael Campbell Memorial Scholarship
for Entrepreneurship

Alpi Family Fund for Arts and Entrepreneurship

Robert H. Crowder Arts Entrepreneurship Residency

Mathews Family Entrepreneurship Fund

Larry D. and Anne Geddes Haab Entrepreneurship Fund

William T. Eichenhauer Scholarship

2017-2018 Donors to the aforementioned scholarships and residencies:
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Sharon and Jim Alpi

J.L. Hubbard Insurance and Bonds

Denise M. Sakosky

M. Susan Campbell

Cindy and Mike Landacre

Mr. Yasumasa Tanano

Marilyn Davis

Kevin and Lisa Mathews

Doug and Ellen Zemke

Jim and Carin Grady

Penguin in the Park

Mr. and Mrs. Steven T. Zemke
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